CCA-TV EXTRAS
Job Sheet

Round # _________ Period # _________ Group # _________
Group Members (Full Names) ________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
CONTENTS
●

Work with your team to create an extra content piece for the CCA-TV YouTube channel. Pick
from the provided list of categories or pitch your own idea for consideration.

PRODUCTION STEPS (100 Points Total)
1. Topic Idea (5 points) _________
2. Pre-Production Sheet (10 points) _________
3. Rough Edit (5 points) _________

PLEASE TURN IN FINISHED VIDEO + ALL PAPERWORK. STEPS 4-5 TO BE GRADED BY TEACHER
AFTER PROJECT IS COMPLETED.

4. Final Edit: Video/Audio Quality (20 Points) _________
5. Final Edit: Editing & Pacing (20 Points) _________
6. Final Edit: Story Clarity (20 Points) _________
7. Final Edit: Creativity/Entertainment (20 Points) __________

CCA-TV Extras
Pick from one of the topics below, or pitch your own idea for approval.
●

Classroom Concert
- Film a live musical performance of an original song in a classroom
- Band/Musicians must be pre-approved by a music teacher, or submit a live performance
audition recording for approval
- No cover songs; Instrumental arrangements of standards or classical pieces are okay
- Be minimalist! Should be stripped down performance requiring minimal setup and
should not cause a disruption to surrounding classes (acoustic or lighter instruments
only)
- Shoot with 2 cameras (or more)
- Example: Tiny Desk Concert

●

CCA Recommends
- Pick a student or teacher to reveal and tell about their favorite MUSIC, MOVIE, and
BOOK. Could be one of each, or three of one (or something similar)
- Should have uniform look (e.g. white background)
- Example: What’s In My Bag?, Over/Under

●

Drawing Stories
- A student or staff member shares a short autobiographical story
- An art/drawing student makes a sketch of that story
- Example: Drawing Stories

●

CCA Explains
- Explain a complex concept in an entertaining way
- Start with question “Ever wonder why?”
- Example: Vox - Parrots, O
 K, Playgrounds, Rubik’s, Gated Reverb

●

“Bored At School” Web Series
- Continuation of web series started in Conservatory
- 2min or less

●

Raven SEL
- Make a creative video that corresponds with (and can be shown with) an upcoming
Raven SEL topic/discussion

●

Thrifting
- $10 at a thrift store, what did you buy?; similar to “What’s in my bag?”

●

Meet A Stranger, Do A “Challenge”
- 2 people who don’t know each complete some kind of challenge (game, questions, draw
a portrait of each other, etc.)
Example: Soul Pancake, Buzzfeed, Kids React

